Introduction
In his study of regular omega-languages, Wilke Wil91, Wil93] introduced \binoids", or \Wilke algebras" in the terminology of PP95], which are two-sorted structures (M f ; M ! ) equipped with an associative product M f M f ! M f , an \!-power operation", x 2 M f 7 ! x ! 2 M ! , and a mixed product M f M ! ! M ! satisfying (x y) ! = x (y x) ! ; x 2 M f (x n ) ! = x ! ; x 2 M f ; n 1:
One of the authors had already been engaged in the study of two-sorted labeled posets equipped with the operations of serial product P Q and omega-power P ! , de ned below B E98]. Here, we remove the two sorted structure and keep the two operations. In the present context, the labeled posets form a one-sorted structure equipped with the two operations. In this paper, we axiomatize the variety these posets generate. It turns out that the answer involves certain words of in nite ordinal length, explaining the title. An A-labeled poset (P; ;`) consists of a poset (P; P ), and an assignment`: P ! A of a letter v`in A to each vertex v in P. Sometimes we write P for the labeled poset as well as the unlabeled underlying poset.
A morphism f : P ! Q of A-labeled posets is a function P ! Q which preserves the ordering and the labeling. We agree to identify isomorphic labeled posets, without further mention.
Suppose that A is a set and P; Q are A-labeled posets with disjoint underlying sets. The series product of P and Q is de ned by P Q := (P Q; P Q ) where x P Q y , x P y or x Q y or (x 2 P and y 2 Q):
so that every element of P is less than each element of Q. De ne the !-power P ! as the countable series product of P with itself: P ! := P P P : : : :
(More formally, we de ne P ! = (P f1;2;:::g; ), where (p; i) (p 0 ; j) if i < j or (i = j and p P p 0 ). The label of (p; i) is the label of p.) Since we identify isomorphic A-labeled posets, it follows that there is a small set of all nite (or countably in nite) A-labeled posets. Thus, the collection of all nite or countable Alabeled posets, (Pos(A); ; ! ) equipped with the binary operation of series product and the unary operation of !-power forms an algebra. We want to axiomatize the variety generated by these algebras. We list some equations clearly satis ed by the labeled posets. x (y z) = (x y) z (1) (x y) ! = x (y x) ! (2) (x n ) ! = x ! ; n 1:
Let Ax denote the collection of these identities and let V denote the variety of all models of Ax, so that, in particular, for any set A, (Pos(A); ; ! ) belongs to V . In fact, any 3 subcollection of Pos(A) closed under series product and !-power forms a model, such as W k (A), the collection of all A-labeled posets of width at most k, for any xed k 1. Note the following consequences of the axioms.
Proposition 2.1 The following identities hold in any model of Ax.
x ! = x k x ! ; k 1 (4) ((x ! y) n x p ) ! = (x ! y) ! ; n 1; p 0:
Proof. For (4), it is su cient to prove the case k = 1. By the axiom (3) with n = 2, (
) ! = x ! ;
and by the axiom (2) with x = y,
As for (5), we notice rst that if n; p 1,
since if n = 1, x p (x ! y) = (x p x ! )y = x ! y, by (4). If n > 1, x p (x ! y) n = x p (x ! y)(x ! y) n?1 , and x p (x ! y) = x ! y. Now we calculate using the axioms (2) and (3):
((x ! y) n x p ) ! = (x ! y) n (x p (x ! y) n ) ! by (6); = ((x ! y) n ) ! = (x ! y) ! : 2
We will be concerned with the following labeled posets.
De nition 2.2 We let W(A) denote the least collection of A-labeled posets containing the singletons labeled a, a 2 A, closed under the two operations of series product and !-power. 2 Proposition 4.3 Suppose that t; t 0 are terms such that jt t 0 j = ! n , for some n 1. Then jtj < ! n and jt 0 j = ! n : If jt ! j = ! n m then m = 1 and ! n?1 jtj < ! n .
Proof. Indeed, for any ordinals ; , if ! n , and > 0, + > ! n , so when + = ! n , < ! n ; if also and < ! n , + < ! n . Similarly, if ! = ! n m, then necessarily m = 1 and ! n?1 < ! n , since, for any k 1, Proof. We use induction on m. The case m = 0 is trivial. Now, write t as a product t 1 : : : t k of primitive terms t i . If jt i j < ! n , for all i 2 k], then jtj < ! n also. So there is a rst term, say t j 1 with jt j 1 j ! n . By Proposition 4.3, necessarily t j 1 has the form (v 1 ) ! , for some term v 1 , and jt j 1 j = jv ! 1 j = ! n . Thus, if 1 < j 1 , let u 1 be the product of the terms t i , for i < j 1 . If j 1 = 1, u 1 is empty. Now ! n (m ? 1) jt j 1 +1 : : : t k j < ! n m, and hence by the induction assumption, we are done. Proof. Each singleton word in W(A) has length < ! ! and is tail-nite, and these two properties are preserved by the two operations u; v 7 ! uv and u 7 ! u ! . Indeed, if ; are any two ordinals < ! ! , then + < ! ! and ! < ! ! . As for being tail-nite, any tail of uv is either a tail of v or of the form wv, for a tail w of u. Thus, if u has n tails, up to isomorphism, and v has m, then uv has at most n + m tails, up to isomorphism. Any tail of u ! is isomorphic to one of the form w u ! , for a tail w of u. Thus Proof. Since the length of u may be written as juj = ! n m n + ! n?1 m n?1 + : : : + m 0 ; for some nonnegative integers m i , i = 0; : : : ; n, the proof follows from the Lemma:
Lemma 5.5 Suppose that u is a tail-nite word. For each n 0, if ! n juj, then there is a term t of length ! n such that
If n > 0, t has the form t 1 (t 2 ) ! (or just t ! Proof of Lemma 5.5. Since the case n = 0 is obvious, assume n > 0, so that ! n = sup k ! n?1 k. We need some preliminary facts on ordinal words whose length is < ! ! . From now on, \ordinal word" means one whose length is < ! ! .
If the length of the word x is = ! n m n + : : : + ! m 1 + m 0 , we say that the degree of x is n and write @ x = n, following CH98].
Proposition 6.1 For words x; y of length < ! ! , @ xy = maxf@ x ; @ y g
We will rely on the following theorem. Proof. Suppose that n is the least integer such that jsj = jtj < ! n+1 . We use induction on n to show s = t is provable. If n = 0, the two terms di er at most in the parenthesizing of the common letters in each, and hence by the axiom (1) Proof. For any integer n, and any prime p, let p (n) be the largest quotient of n which is not divisible by any prime < p. ( However, x p = px and (x p ) ! = p (px) 6 = p (x) = x ! for any x 2 F. Thus The size of the automaton A is the cardinality of the set S. Suppose that < ! h+1 and that u : ! A is a word of length and let A = (h; Q; S; q 0 ; E; F) be a CA. A run of A on u is a sequence of states (q ), indexed by the ordinals , such that if < , (q ; u ; q +1 ) 2 E; 14 and, when = + ! k , for 1 k h, the state q +! k is the subset of Q] k?1 de ned by q +! k := fq : 9 1 i < !(q = q +! k?1 i )g: It is easy to see that if = + ! k , for some k 0, then q 2 Q] k , and it is required that when k > 0, this set must belong to S k .
A run (q ) of A on u is successful if q 2 F; u is recognized by A if there is some successful run of A on u.
We are not dealing with automata in full generality. Rather, we are interested in those that recognize at most a single word. This justi es the following properties that we impose on a CA A: 1) There is no arrow (q; a; q 0 ) whose target is the initial state;
2) There is no arrow (f; a; q) whose source is a nal state f 2 F; 3) For each state q 2 S there is at most one arrow whose source is q.
The rst condition does not restrict the class of sets of words recognized by the automaton. The next two imply that the automaton recognizes at most one word. We call a Choueka automaton satisfying the above properties a simple Choueka automaton.
By removing all the nal states which are not accessible from the inital state any automaton satisfying the 3 above conditions is equivalent to some automaton satisfying the additional condition 4) There is a unique nal state f, i. e., F = ffg Since the automaton satis es condition 3), if the length of the recognized word has degree h, then for every 0 < k h: 5) Distinct states in Q] k are disjoint subsets of Q] k?1 . Let Q k for 0 k h be the set of states in S k which are accessible from some state in Q.
In particular Q 0 = Q. Condition 5) implies jQ 0 j jQ 1 j::: jQ h j. In particular if n is the number of accessible states in the automaton, then we have jQj + h n (h + 1)jQj We note that the product of two simple Choueka automata is also a simple automaton. Now, to determine whether two terms s; t denote the same word, we form the two automata A s and A t of size bounded by h jQ s j and h jQ t j respectively. Next consider the subautomaton B of the product automaton consisting of all the states which are accessible from the initial state. Because of the de nition of the product automaton and because of equation (8), the size of B is bounded by h jQ s j jQ t j, i.e., it is bounded by the product of the sizes of the two automata. We need only check now whether B recognizes any word. Proof. We explain intuitively how we proceed. In the case of standard automata (i.e., on nite words), accessibility reduces to accessibility in the underlying graph, i.e., that graph whose vertices are the states and whose edges are obtained by forgetting the labels of the transitions. Similarly, the underlying graph of the Choueka automaton has edges which connect two states of height 0 together or a limit state and an ordinary state via the transition function. The \jumps" to limit states are not realized by edges. If we enrich the underlying graph with these additional edges then the accessibility problem in the automaton reduces to the accessibility problem in the enriched graph. We show that this enriched graph has a number of edges which is quadratic in the number of accessible states and that the construction of each additional edge requires constant time. The conclusion follows from the fact that the complexity of the graph reachability problem from a given vertex in a directed graph is linear in the number of edges of the graph. proportional to the number of elements. Now, computing a new edge of type 3, q ! q 0 , requires the traversal of the edge of type 3 (constructed at stage k ? 1) q ! q 00 (of length ! k?1 ) followed by the edge of type 4, q 00 ! q 0 (constructed at stage k). A new edge of type 2 requires the traversal of the type 1 edge q ! q 00 (of length 1) followed by the edge of type 3 (of length ! k?1 constructed at stage at stage k ? 1) q 00 ! q 000 , followed by the edge of type 4 q 000 ! q 0 (constructed at stage k).
Summing up from k = 0 to k = h, the costs of all these operations, we nd that the total cost is less than or equal to hjS 0 j + 2 P 0<k h jS k j. Because of equation (8) 
